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Abstract— Flow control in a mobile ad hoc network (MANET)
must face many new challengessuch as fr equent re-routing and
bandwidth variation of the wir elesslinks. TCP’s implicit AIMD
flow control performs poorly in this envir onment,becauseit often
cannot keep up with the dynamics of the network.

In this paper, we explore the potential utili ty of explicit flow
control in the MANET domain. To this end, we proposean end-
to-end rate-based flow control scheme(called EXACT), where
a flow’s allowed rate is explicitly conveyed fr om intermediate
routers to the end-hosts in each data packet’s special control
header. As a result, EXACT reacts quickly and precisely to
re-routing and bandwidth variation, which makes it especially
suitable for a dynamic MANET network. We also discussseveral
supporting mechanismsrequired for such a schemeat the MAC
and the transport layers. By ns-2 simulations, we show that
EXACT outperforms TCP in terms of fair ness and efficiency,
especially in a highly dynamic MANET envir onment.

I . INTRODUCTION

Mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is formed by a group of
mobilenodesconnectedby wirelesslinks. Thenodescantalk
to eachother by direct peer-to-peerwirelesscommunication
whenthey arecloseto eachother, or by multi-hop forwarding
via intermediatenodeswhenthey arefar away.

As in wireline networks, end-hostin MANET mustfacethe
non-trivial problem of deciding how fastit cansendpacketsto
a destinationover thenetwork. This is theflowcontrol (or con-
gestioncontrol) problem in networking research. Generally, a
flow control schemehastwo goals[1]: efficiency andfairness.
Efficiency refersto the property that the aggregatedtraffic at
thebottleneck router should matchtheavailablebandwidth of
the outgoing links. Fairnessrefers to the property that each
competing flow should get its “f air” shareof the available
bandwidth.

Over the Internet, TCP’s AIMD (Additive IncreaseMulti-
plicative Decrease)is thepredominantflow control algorithm.
It belongs to the implicit flow control category, becauseit
measuresthe network congestion stateby performance mea-
surements at theend-hosts(i.e., packet loss),without any help
from thenetwork. Dueto TCP’s wide acceptanceandsoftware
availability over the Internet, it remainsthe current de facto
flow control standardin MANET as well. However, recent
studieshave shown that TCP suffers fairnessand efficiency
problems in this environment (e.g., [2]–[5]). We summarize
these problems as follows. First, TCP detects congestion

by packet loss events, which is not a reliable congestion
signal, because packet loss can be wireless related random
lossandmobility relatedrouting loss.Second, TCP’s additive
increaseof congestion window limits its ability to acquire
sparebandwidth quickly, which is importantaftera re-routing
event. Third, since TCP only reactsto packet loss, it tends
to keepthe bottleneckrouter queue full, which may put the
router at risk of dropping packets when the link bandwidth
fluctuates.Fourth, TCP’s window-basedtransmissioncanlead
to a burst of packet transmissionswhen several ACKs arrive
at the sametime. Although therehave beenmany efforts to
enhance TCP performance in MANET (e.g., [2], [3]), the
problems mentioned above are fundamentalto the implicit
approachtaken by TCP’s AIMD flow control algorithm.

Prompted by the deficienciesof TCP, we attemptto design
a more effective flow control schemein MANET. To this end,
we adopt the explicit flow control approach,and proposean
EXplicit rAte-basedflow ConTrol (EXACT) schemeas our
solutionto theflow control problem in MANET. Herewe refer
to a schemewhere routers provide explicit rate information
to the flows. The explicit congestion information is carried
in the IP headerof each data packet, and is modified by
intermediaterouters to signal the flow’s allowed datasending
rate.The rate information is then returned from the receiver
to the senderasfeedbacks. Our schemeis in part inspiredby
therate-basedfeedback framework of ATM’s ABR (Available
Bit Rate) congestioncontrol [6] (details in SectionVI), but
hasincorporateda number of mechanisms to fit into the new
MANET environment. To thebestof ourknowledge,this is the
first studyof usingexplicit rate-basedflow control in MANET.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first
outlinethedesignrationalesof EXACT in SectionII, followed
by a detaileddescription in SectionIII. Thesupporting mech-
anismsare discussedin SectionIV, and the simulation and
testbedresultsarereported in SectionV. SectionVI discusses
somerelatedwork, followed by a conclusion in SectionVII.

I I . DESIGN RATIONALES

Since EXACT is a fundamentaldeparture from the tradi-
tional implicit flow control approach(e.g.,TCP),we describe
the designrationalesbehind our schemeas follows.



A. RouterAssistedFlow Control

In EXACT, routerexplicitly gives ratesignalsto the flows
that are currently passingit. Since routers are the central
placeswherecongestionhappens,they arein a betterposition
to detect and react to such condition. For instance,when
wireless link’s bandwidth varies, EXACT is able to convey
such variation to the flows quickly, without requiring them
to detectthe variationonly after packet losses.When a flow
changes its route as result of mobility, EXACT is able to
provide ratesignalto theflow immediatelyalongits new path,
without requiring thesenderto go through theadditiveprobing
phaseof TCP. Therefore, the router-assistedEXACT scheme
is more precise and responsive, which makes it especially
suitablein a dynamic MANET environment.

B. Rate-basedTransmission

In EXACT, the senderfollows the rate information in the
feedbackpacketsfrom thereceiver, andhencethepacket trans-
missionis rate-based.This alleviatesthe bursty transmission
problem of TCP. Moreover, by usingrate-basedtransmission,
the feedback packets can now be sent less frequently if the
allocatedratehasnot significantlychanged.

C. Feasibility in MANET

Admittedly, our schemeincurs additional complexity and
overhead at the routers, such as computing rate allocation
for the flows. Therefore, our schemeis not targeted for the
large scaleInternet (where core routershave to processhuge
number of concurrent flows), but rather as a solution for
the special MANET environment. We believe our EXACT
schemefits precisely into its unique characteristics. First,
MANET is oftena small scalenetwork for a group of mobile
users,such as emergency workers. Second,unlike Internet,
thereis no “core” router in MANET. Flows aremoreevenly
routedthroughout thenetwork ratherthangoing throughsome
hierarchical aggregationpoints.Another factoris thatMANET
traffic often displays locality, i.e., a mobile node is more
likely to talk to another node physically close to itself. As
a result, the number of concurrent flows going through a
MANET router is likely to be relatively small. Even with
the additional processingoverhead, EXACT is a feasibleand
practicalsolution in MANET.

I I I . EXACT FRAMEWORK

A. Overview

An overview of the EXACT framework is shown in Figure
1(a), where the sendersendsa continuous stream of data
packets to the receiver. Each data packet carries a special
IP header, called flow control header, which is modified by
the intermediate routers to signal the flow’s allowed sending
rate.Whenthepacket reachesthedestination,theexplicit rate
information is returned to the senderin a feedback packet.
As a result, any bandwidth variation along the path will be
returnedto thesenderwithin oneRTT. Note that the feedback
packet maynot travel alongthesamepathasthedatapackets.
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(a) Each data packet explicitly carries the allowed
sendingrate of the forward path.The rate informa-
tion is returned to the senderby feedback packets.
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R3’
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Feedback

Data

(b) After re-routing, the allowed sending rate of
the new path is immediately “learned” by the data
packets going through the new path.

Fig. 1. Overview of the EXACT flow control scheme.

In theeventof re-routing (Figure 1(b)), thefirst datapacket
traveling throughthenew pathcollectsthenew allowedrateof
the flow. As a result,the senderlearnsthe exact sendingrate
after only one RTT of delay after re-routing, without having
to go through the additive probing phaseof TCP.

A packet’s flow control headerincludes two fields: ER
(Explicit Rate) and CR (Current Rate). ER is the allowed
sendingrate of a flow. It is initially set at the senderas its
maximum requestedrate, and subsequently reducedby the
intermediate routers to signal its allowed data rate. ER is
typically set to infinity for thoseflows requiring the largest
possiblebandwidth (e.g.,FTP).CR is initially setat thesender
as its current sending rate,and modified by the intermediate
routers to signalpossiblerate reductionalong the path.Each
router rememberstheCR of thecurrent flows in its flow table,
in order to compute eachflow’s fair shareof bandwidth.

Note that EXACT doesnot assumeany particular underly-
ing routingprotocol in MANET, norsymmetricroutesbetween
thesenderandthereceiver. It is a separateflow control module
that canbe attachedto any routing agentin MANET.

B. End-host’s Behavior

We assumeend-systemsarecooperative. Sender’s behavior
is as follows:� SendersetstheER field asits desiredmaximum rateand

the CR field as its current sendingrate, in every data
packet it sendsout.� On thereception of a feedbackpacket, thesenderadjusts
its sendingrate to the rate included in the feedback.

Receiver’s behavior is as follows:� On thereceptionof a datapacket, receiver copiestheER
field of thedatapacket into a small feedbackpacket, and
sendsit to the sender.� An optional delay-ack strategy allows thereceiver to send
a feedbackonly afterreceiving a number of datapackets,
or whenthe ER hassignificantlychanged.



� Each feedback packet’s ER and CR fields are both set
to the ER of the incoming datapacket, adjustedby the
feedback packet’s smallersizeandits delay-ackstrategy,
to indicatethe feedback packet flow’s rates.

Onstart-up, thesenderis allowedto sendoutpacketsusinga
small initial sendingrate.Oncethefirst datapacket is received
and acknowledgedby the receiver, the senderthen usesthe
explicit rate in the feedbackpacket as its sendingrate.

C. Router’s Behavior

Router plays the central role in our EXACT scheme.A
router has four major tasks:1) keep track of current flows
andtheir sendingratesin a flow table; 2) measure the current
bandwidth of theoutgoing wirelesslinks; 3) computeratesfor
the current flows; and 4) updatethe headerof eachpassing
datapacket. Below we discussdetailsof thesetasks.

Each router maintains a soft-state flow table in the
format of: <src ip, src port, dest ip, dest port,

next hop, refresh time, current rate>. Thefirst four
fields are used to uniquely identify a flow. On receiving a
data packet, the router updatesthe flow’s next hop, re-

fresh time, andcurrent rate to keepan up-to-dateview
of the flow. As mentioned earlier, the CR field of the
packet’s flow control headeris used to update the flow’s
current rate. A flow hasto refresh itself within a certain
period of time; otherwise, it will be purged from the table
possiblyasa resultof re-routing or termination.

The core part of eachrouter is its rate computation algo-
rithm to allocatesendingratesfor the competing flows. The
rate computation,performed locally, is basedon the current
measuredbandwidths of the outgoing links, as well as the
current ratesof the flows going through the router. Efficiency
is achievedby making surethat theflows canfully occupy the
outgoing wirelesslinks. Fairnesscanbeachieved by allocating
thebandwidth “f airly” to eachflows. In this paperwe adopta
specialmax-min fairness[7] asour baselinefairnesscriterion.
In max-min fairness,flows with minimumrequestsaregranted
their requestsfirst; the remaining bandwidth resource is then
evenly divided amongthe higher demanding flows.

Here we propose to maintain fairnessamong competing
flows according to their channel time demands to accessthe
wirelesschannel,because a wirelesschannel’s bandwidth to
different neighboring nodes can be very different, due to
location-dependent channel conditions. For example, a flow
requesting 1Mbps rate to a neighboring node with 2Mbps
actual bandwidth requires the router to dedicate ����� of
channel time to the flow; while a flow with the samerequest
to a “better” nodewith 4Mbps bandwidth requires only �	�
�
of channel time. Note thatherethewirelesslinks’ bandwidths
aredynamicallymeasuredat theMAC layer(detailsin Section
IV-A). To representa flow’s resource request,we normalize
a flow’s requestedrate to its next-hop link’s bandwidth as����������������

, where
���

is the flow’s datarate(current rate

in the flow table), and
���

is the current bandwidth of the
link. The max-minallocationis thenperformedon top of the
requestsof theflows:

�� �
, � ��� to � . Sinceeachflow obtains

a throughputproportional to its next-hoplink’s bandwidth, we
call it bandwidth-proportional max-minfair.

The local max-min rate computation is as follows [7]:
initially the available channel time is � � � and the set of
flows whosedemand hasbeensatisfiedis empty: ! ��" ; then
wecomputethefirst-level allocatedresourcesas #$&% � � � � ,
where � is the total number of flows, and we include all
the flows with

�'� �)( #'$% in set ! . Next compute #'$+* �,.-0/2143�57698 1: -<;>='; ; if for all flows � �? !A@ �� �CB #'$7* , thenstop;
otherwise, include thoseflows with

�� �.( #$D* in set ! , and
re-computethenext level #$&E . Whenthealgorithm terminates
at level F , the result is a resourceallocation #'$&G (or denoted
as H#'$ ), which is the largestrequestthatcanbefully satisfied.
A request over H#$ can only be granted H#'$ of resources.
Since H#'$ representsthe allocationof channel time, it should
be convertedto the allocationof real datarateover link I as:J #'$)K � H#'$ML � K , where

� K is the measuredbandwidth of
link I . For thoseflows going through link I , J #$NK is the
maximum datarateeachflow cansend.

In our scheme,a router immediately computes the rates
whenever the previous computation is invalidatedby any of
the following reasons:1) arrival of a new flow, 2) purge of
an existing flow, 3) change of rate of an existing flow, or 4)
change of link bandwidth. This allows the router to quickly
reactto the dynamics in MANET.

D. Flow Control HeaderUpdates

As mentioned earlier, routers modify theflow control header
of each data packet to explicitly signal a flow’s allowed
sending rate. On receiving a data packet, the router ob-
tains the maximum allocateddata rate

J #$+K basedon the
packet’s next-hop neighbor I , and updatesthe packet’s flow
control header as follows: OP QSR&T4U0V4O)P'WYXDZ[P]\�^`_bacP Q
R&T4U0VdacP'WYXDZ]Pe\�^`f

As a result, ER carries the minimum (i.e., bottleneck)
allowedsendingrateof theroutersalongthepath.Thecurrent
rateCR is alsoreducedalongthe path in order to deliver the
upstreambottleneckto downstreamroutersassoonaspossible.
This updatedCR field is kept in the router’s flow tableasthe
flow’s current rate.

IV. SUPPORTING MECHANISMS OF EXACT

A. MAC Layer: DynamicBandwidth Measurement

In order to perform the rate computation, a router must
have knowledgeof the current “achievable” bandwidth of the
wirelesslinks. Therefore, a dynamic bandwidth measurement
mechanism mustbe in placeat the MAC layer.

As an example, we considera measurementmethod under
the popular IEEE 802.11 DCF MAC layer, which depends on
CSMA/CA to coordinatepacket transmissionusing the RTS-
CTS-DATA-ACK packet sequence (Figure 2). The throughput
of eachtransmittedpacket canbe computed as:

�gh� ij4k - jdl ,
wherem is thesizeof thepacket, n�o is thetime-stampwhenthe
packet is readyto besentat theMAC layer, and n�p is thetime-
stampwhen an ACK is received [8], [9]. Note that the time
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Fig. 2. IEEE 802.11unicastpacket transmissionsequence.

interval n`prqNn o includesthechannel busyandcontention time.
The averagethroughput of the recentpackets destinedto a
neighboringnodeis usedto estimatetheachievablebandwidth
to thatnode.Wekeepseparatebandwidth estimatesto different
neighboringnodesbecausethechannel conditionsmaybevery
different. Using ns-2 simulations,we have verified that the
dynamic measurement method is feasibleandrobust [9].

B. TransportLayer: SafetyCounter

In EXACT, the senderadjustsits sending rate in response
to thefeedbacks from thereceiver. To prevent thesenderfrom
over-flooding the network when all the feedbackpackets are
suddenly lost, for example, dueto wirelesstransmissionoutage
or route disruption, a safety mechanism must be in place.
To this end,we implement a safetycounterat the senderto
limit the number of outstanding packets that have not been
acknowledged by the receiver. Note that this is not to be
confusedwith TCP’s transmissionwindow. Thesafetycounter
does not imply any kind of reliability control, nor any re-
transmissionof lost packets. It is usedto limit the amount
of damage the sendercan causeto the network whenall the
feedback packetsare lost.

Clearly, the safety counter cannot be too small to limit
a flow’s sendingrate which otherwise would be permitted
by EXACT. In [10], we have shown and proved that in
MANET, the bandwidth-delay product of a path, which is
a measurement of the maximum packet carrying capacityof
the path, cannotexceed the round-trip hop-count of the path.
Therefore, in EXACT we usethe round-trip hop-count of the
network pathbetweenthe senderand the receiver as the size
of the safetycounter.

C. TransportLayer: RouteProbing

Routefailureandre-routing arecommon in MANET. When
thenetwork pathis unavailable, thesenderwould sendout up
to the safetycounter number of packets,andentera probing
state in which it periodically sendsout probing packets at
slow speedto see whether a new path is available. When
a path becomes available, the receiver should receive the
probing packet, and then send a feedback to the sender.
On receiving such a feedback, the senderexits the probing
stateandproceeds with normal packet transmissionusingthe
explicit rateof the new pathreturnedby the receiver.

D. TransportLayer: Reliability Control

EXACT is a rate-based flow control scheme.It doesnot
implement reliabledatatransmissionby itself. As an optional
mechanism, reliability can be addedon top of the EXACT
schemeas an independent mechanism. That is, flow control

and reliability control are de-coupled. 1 In this paper we
chooseSACK (Selective ACKnowledgment)as the reliability
mechanism becauseit allows the senderto selectively re-
transmitonly thosemissingpackets,which shouldreducethe
number of unnecessaryre-transmissionsdue to out-of-order
packet delivery in MANET.

V. EVALUATION OF EXACT

In this section,we compare EXACT with TCP’s implicit
AIMD flow control using the ns-2 (v2.1b8a)simulator. Al-
though EXACT can be implemented with any underlying
routing protocol, we chooseDSR (Dynamic SourceRouting)
due to its simplicity. We also report experimentsof running
EXACT in a MANET testbedusingLinux laptops.

A. Simulation: One-HopScenario

In this setof simulations,all mobile nodesarewithin one-
hop of transmissionrangeto eachother inside a 170m by
170m space.The nodes usethe “random way-point” mobility
model to move around with maximum speedof 20m/s and
pausetime of 0s.Thetotal number of nodes is 10.Thepacket
size is 1000bytes.

1) BaselineBehavior: We use two flows, one from node
0 to 1 and the other from node 0 to 2, to demonstratethe
basicbehavior of the EXACT schemewithout any reliability
mechanism.Thetwo flows sharethesamebottleneck routerat
node 0, andcompetewith eachotherin accessingthechannel
bandwidth. They startwith the following sequence: 1) at time
0s, the first flow startsanddemands a large bandwidth (in its
ER field); 2) at time 50s,thesecondflow startsalsowith large
bandwidth demand; 3) at time 100s, the first flow reducesits
demand to a very small valueof 40,000 bytes/s,which gives
awayrestof thebandwidth to thesecondflow; 4) at time 150s,
the first flow resumesits large bandwidth demand to get back
its shareof the bandwidth; 5) at time 200s, the secondflow
stops,leaving all the bandwidth to the first flow.

Threeobservationscanbe madefrom Figure3. First, max-
min fairnessis achieved betweenthe two flows by the rate
computationalgorithm. During time periods50-100sand150-
200s,eachof thetwo flows obtains nearlythesamethroughput
because bandwidths of the two links are very close.Second,
MAC layerlink utilizationat thebottleneckrouteris keptclose
to 1, which shows the efficiency of the scheme.At the same
time, the router’s queue lengthis shortandstable(not shown
here), hencethere is no packet queuing loss. Third, a flow
canquickly andpreciselyobtainits shareof bandwidth when
extra bandwidth is available,without additive probing. These
resultsshow that EXACT behavesaswe have designed.

2) Comparisonwith TCP: Now we compare EXACT en-
hanced with SACK reliability control, againstTCP-Renoand
TCP-SACK (which arealso reliable).

We createtwo EXACT flows: one from node 0 to 1 and
the other from 0 to 2. They sharethe samebottleneck router

1Note thatalthoughflow control andreliability control aretwo independent
mechanisms, their feedback information are sent back to the senderin the
samefeedback packet, in order to save bandwidth.
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Fig. 3. Two EXACT flows in one-hopscenario. (a. Data rate of first flow; b. Data rate of secondflow; c. Mac layer util ization at node0.)

at node 0, and request large bandwidth. According to max-
min fairness,they should obtainnearly the samethroughput,
becausebandwidths of the two links arevery close.Figure 4
shows this result, i.e., the sequencenumber plots of the two
flows overlap preciselywith eachother. As comparison, the
resultsof two TCP-Renoand TCP-SACK flows in the same
settingshow thatthey cannotguaranteeperfectfairnessevenin
this simpleone-hopscenario(Figure 4). Moreover, (not shown
here),thequeue lengthat thebottleneckrouterunder EXACT
is kept minimum and stableat all times; while underTCP-
RenoandTCP-SACK it frequently exceeds thequeuing limit,
which leadsto packet loss. As a result, the total number of
reliably transmittedpacketsunder EXACT is 2.4% morethan
TCP-Renoand 2.5% more than TCP-SACK. We will show
that in a multi-hop scenario, this gapis muchlarger.

B. Simulation: Multi-Hop Scenario

In this set of simulation, we createa MANET with 30
nodes moving in a 1500m by 300mspace,usingthe “random
way-point” mobility model with maximum speedof 20m/s
andpausetime of 10 seconds. This createsa moderately fast
moving scenario, and forces the nodes to use long routesin
therectangular area.As a result,re-routing andlink bandwidth
variationarecommon.

1) Comparisonwith TCP: In this experimentwe createtwo
EXACT flows enhancedwith SACK, both from node 0 to 1.
This ensuresthat the two flows travel along the samepath
andshareexactly thesamebottleneck router. As a result,they
shouldexpectthesamesendingrateatall times.This is evident
in Figure 5 where the sequence number plots of the two
flows overlap preciselywith eachother. As comparison, two
TCP-Renoand TCP-SACK flows in the samesettingcannot
achieve perfect fairness(Figure5). At thesametime, the total
number of reliably transmittedpacketsunderEXACT is 12%
more than TCP-Renoand 8% more than TCP-SACK, which
demonstratesthe efficiency of our scheme.

2) UnderDifferentDegreesof Mobility: To furtherevaluate
the efficiency of explicit rate-basedflow control,we compare
EXACT with TCP-RenoandTCP-SACK under different mo-
bility patterns.Thenodesmove around using20m/smaximum
speedas before, but with different pausetimes (0s, 5s, 10s,
15s,and20s) to createdifferentlevels of network dynamics.
For eachscenario,we averagethe total number of reliably
transmittedpacketsover10 runs for eachflow control scheme.
Theresultsin Figure6 show thatunderall mobility scenarios,
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Fig. 6. Comparisonof EXACT with TCP underdifferent mobility patterns.

EXACT overall outperforms TCP-Renoand TCP-SACK by
42% and 36% more packets, respectively. This demonstrates
the efficiency and effectivenessof the EXACT schemein a
dynamic MANET environment.

C. Testbed:Computational Overhead

We have implemented EXACT in a small testbedwith four
Linux laptops arranged in a multi-hop topology. The EXACT
module is implementedat theuserlevel usingJava.TheMAC
layer bandwidth measurement is implementedby modifying
Lucent IEEE 802.11b pcmciacard’s driver (“wvlan cs”), and
the driver exports the measuredbandwidth to the EXACT
module.Herewewantto comment ontheoverheadof EXACT
in our experiments.Running on a relatively slow PentiumII
266Hz laptop and with 10 concurrent flows with aggregate
traffic of 640kbps,EXACT occupies only 4% of theCPU on
average. The modified MAC layer driver occupies less than
15%of CPU.Therefore,EXACT is well within thecomputing
power of today’s mobile devices.

VI . RELATED WORK

In this section,we discussa number of relatedwork in ap-
plying explicit flow control to various network environments.
Thefirst schemeis Internet’s Explicit CongestionNotification
(ECN [11]), wherea routermarks a bit in a passingpacket’s
IP headerwhen incipient congestion is detected.The ECN-
bit carries binary information indicating whether there is
congestion,but notby howmuch thecongestionis. In contrast,
EXACT providespreciseratesignalsto theendhosts,without
the needfor an AIMD-style algorithmat the end-hosts.

Thesecondschemeis ATM Forum’s rate-basedflow control
for the ABR (Available Bit Rate) service [6]. The goal of
ABR flow control is to fully utilize the bandwidth left over
from higher priority traffic. In this scheme,explicit rate
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Fig. 5. Sequence numbercomparisonwith TCP in multi-hop scenario. (a. EXACT with SACK; b. TCP-Reno;c. TCP-SACK)

control information is conveyed from intermediate switches
to the destination using specialcells, called RM (Resource
Management) cells, and the RM cells are returned to the
sendervia the samepath. ATM’s ABR provides a generic
framework for rate-basedfeedback flow control,which is the
framework adopted by the EXACT scheme.However, as we
haveshown earlier, in order to adopt this framework, a number
of special mechanisms have to be designedin the special
MANET environment.Therefore,our work canbeconsidered
asa pilot studyin applying explicit rate-basedflow control to
the MANET domain.

The recently proposedATP protocol [5] is a reliabletrans-
port protocol basedon the feedbackof maximumpacket delay
from therouters.Basedon thesefeedbacks,theendhostinfers
its shareof the bandwidth at the bottleneck router. Although
ATP givesimprovedthroughput thanTCP, it cannot guarantee
perfect fairnessbetweenthe competing flows. In contract,
EXACT achieves both efficiency and fairnessby explicitly
allocatingbandwidth to thecompeting flows.Theclearadvan-
tageof ATP is its statelessimplementation,however, we have
shown that stateful implementationof EXACT is a practical
solution in a small scaleMANET.

VII . CONCLUSION

We present an explicit rate-basedflow control scheme
(calledEXACT) for theMANET network. In EXACT, routers
explicitly notify eachflow its alloweddatarate,andhencethe
flows are able to react quickly and precisely to bandwidth
variation and re-routing events.Our simulation result shows
that, EXACT outperforms TCP’s AIMD in termsof fairness
andefficiency, especiallyin a highly dynamic MANET envi-
ronment.Our testbedexperimentalsoconfirms thatthestateful
implementationof EXACT is well within thecomputing power
of today’s mobile devices.Therefore,EXACT is an effective
andpracticalflow control solutionfor the MANET domain.
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